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The Education of a Very Young Madam is the compulsively readable, fast-paced story of how Ma-Ling Lee went from
living in a comfortable Connecticut suburb to founding a lucrative but illegal "escort service.".

Mostly this is about her road to being a madame, including a string of abusive boyfriends. The most
interesting portions of the book are about the business of running an illegal business. It also includes the
handbook that she handed out to employees. A real page turner, but I doubt I would read this twice. Not
pornographic overall, but prurient in places, and definitely too much sex and drug use for the kids. On the
other hand, this does NOT come off as a great life. Documentary about Japanese host clubs: Also I have to
wonder: Worth noting this is available for about a penny from Amazon. I have been abused and terrorised by
this psycho for 2 years. I was the perfect victim, just got out of an 8 year relation with a pimp, just turned 26, I
never lived a normal life. I was completely lost. We were called French My name is Lola. I finally left the guy
and planned a tour to NYC and Boston. Ma-Ling called me to ask me to stop by in Jersey and work for her. I
had visited her agency before. The few times I went she not only leave me no time to breath in the day, but
also pick me up at night to party and made me see clients in the morning with no sleep and after using cocaine.
On the last 2 days it was usual she would disappear. She actually fell asleep for days at a time and we missed
all our appointments. It lasted 2 years. We decided to associate both agencies together, but I ended up running
her business for her, while she taxed me out of all the cents I made. Ma-Ling is a hard-core crack addict. She
always carries a 9mm gun with her and a Taser gun. She never leaves her bathroom; she is incapable of living,
never the less operating a business. She kept me up all the time; she would lose her mind and accuse me of all
kinds of nonsense. We had to move from hotel to hotel after she lost our apartment because she was convinced
everybody around her was trying to kill her. She made me smoke crack for the first time. She mentally abused
me like I never knew possible. Ma-Ling kept this little girl around and made her smoke crack. After 2 years I
was going to take the first bus to Montreal without even packing. I figured I rather spend a day getting
questioned at customs than be with her for another minute. I told her my mom was sick and I needed to go
home. She convinced me to go do one last tour in Boston. Worst is, I just wanted out. I wanted to get help and
never look back. I had no fight left in me. Ma-Ling set me up. She left me in a hotel room pretending she
needed to drive to NYC and left her gun in the bed. Since I was going to see customers, I picked up the gun
and placed it in her suitcase. She called the cops while on the road. My 3pm was an undercover police officer.
His team raided the room and partially search our bags. I was actually happy when I left with the police. I
thought I had only a sex for a fee charge. I was looking at 9 months mandatory and possibly a year per bullet. I
am very happy now, I have a great job, a great life, but I will always hate this woman. I believe she is truly
evil. This book is only lies; the work of a crackhead who never sleeps and found out one day she could get a
phone number and post ads on cheap websites, and call that an escort agency. She a great example of the
reason why so many girls are deeply wounded and destroyed from working as prostitutes. Thank you for
reading, Lola
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Very easy read, and well articulated by the author (with help by her editor I'm sure). One does become fond of the
author and her candidness. You leave the book hoping that things turn out well for her.
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The Education of a Very Young Madam by Ma-Ling Lee Full of juicy details about what really goes on behind the
bedroom door, The Education of a Very Young Madam is a provocative exposÃ© of the newest developments in the
world's oldest profession.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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A stripper at age fifteen, involved with majorleague gang members before she was twenty, and a madam raking in over
$20, a day only a few years later, Ma-Ling Lee has a tale Full of juicy details about what really goes on behind the
bedroom door, The Education of a Very Young Madam is a provocative exposÃ© of the newest developments in the
world's oldest profession.
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